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Inspiring you to be your best and drive forward your success
Mastering Time
The happiest people are those that are very busy, but don’t feel rushed.
Recent research suggests it is those people who have little or no excess
time, and yet seldom feel rushed that are happiest. Too much time is a
burden. Boredom it seems is burdensome and when I link this to my work
around pressure and performance, this is also true.
Positive pressure is good for us, negative stress is not good for us and
being bored is very much a de-motivator and can affect our confidence and
self-esteem.
So what do you need to be doing? Things you like and are good at - your
strengths, your unique talents. Research shows that people who
deliberately exercised their signature strengths on a daily basis became
significantly happier for months.
In order to achieve more, most people need to focus on less – the
important things, the priorities. So some good questions to ask: Should this
be done? Should it be done by me?
A time audit can be an excellent way of assessing how you actually spend
your time, are you wasting time on insignificant things, are you focusing on
the right things? How am I spending my 168? 168? - The number of hours
in a week.
One of the biggest time wasters can be technology. The average person
spends more time on their laptop than sleeping. They spend more time in
the morning checking emails and using the internet than eating breakfast
Experts have warned this increase in ‘tech-tapping’ means people are not
getting enough quality sleep, which has a direct effect on their health. So
perhaps it’s time to re-assess how you are spending your time, so you can
get what you really, really want out of life.
Contact Rachel for more details around mastering time.
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